Associate (m/w/x) in Management Consulting
Locations: Munich, Hamburg, London, Shanghai, Detroit

Your tasks

Who we are

As an Associate at Strategy Engineers you will take on the different challenges a management
consultant faces in technology-driven industries such as the automotive sector. From day one,
you are responsible for your own work packages based on your existing expertise and develop
it further. You are working directly with and for our customers.

Strategy Engineers is a management consultancy specialized in transformation, digitization
and product portfolios. Hereby, our focus is on technology-driven industries, with special
emphasis on the automotive industry. We are convinced that our consulting approach is
unique: Our management expertise and entrepreneurial competence, combined with technical
understanding, sets us apart from other consultancies. It allows us to meet the challenges on eyeto-eye level with our clients. This enables us to develop tailor-made solutions that bring tangible
and sustainable change. Strategy Engineers has been awarded the title „Best Consultant“ in
Germany nine years in a row. The company was founded in 2011 and today has locations in
Munich, Hamburg, London, Shanghai and Detroit.

Within the scope of your work package, you support our customers independently in the
development and implementation of strategic and operational solutions in close alignment with
the operative project manager.
You are leading a small client or consultant team and you will be responsible for guiding and
developing younger colleagues.

Your benefits
»

We actively involve you in the shaping of our consulting services and give you the
opportunity to work independently

»

You benefit from our specific trainings to develop your skills

»

We offer an individual mentoring program and a distinctive feedback culture to optimally
promote and support your career

»

Entrepreneurship is very important to us, therefore you will be actively involved in the further
development of our company

»

Mobile working policy

Your profile
»

At least three years of relevant professional experience in management consulting
or technology-driven industry, alternatively a completed doctorate and first relevant
professional experience

»

Excellent university degree in a STEM subject at a renowned university

»

Fascination for technology and strategic questions going beyond the actual product itself

»

Strong entrepreneurial thinking and acting

»

Excellent analytical skills

»

Team player, good communication skills, empathy, flexibility, enthusiasm and the willingness
to take responsibility

Management
expertise

Technical
insights

Tangible
impact

Tailored
solutions

Combining visionary
thinking with
analytical decision
making

Understanding
technology trends to
support our clients in
shaping their future

Creating implementable and sustainable
solutions together
with our clients

Finding the best
solution for the
individual challenges
of our clients

What connects us
»

The ambition to shape the future

»

The fascination for technology and trends

»

The fun of working as a team and making a difference together

Are you ready for the next step?
Then visit us online at https://www.strategyengineers.com/jobs
We are looking forward to getting to know you!

